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C!LIMBING-
The attempt has often been made to deal analytically with the
phenomena of climbing, partly on the basis of methods used in other
countries, in which highly simplified assumptions are made in order
to he able to deduce the fo~mlas easily. The following article
shows that the phenome~ of climbing flight can be determined with
sufficient accuracy, and represented very clearlY, for all fl~@t
Positions, by means of the thrust diagram (Zeitschrift fur Flug-
technik und Motorlufts~hiffahrt, 1911, p.300). This method m~ of-
ten given good results.
1. Thrust Diagram.
The construction of the diagram is based on the bo~ledge t~t
all phenomena in connection with an airplane are to be considered
dependent on the velocity V, which is, therefore, ~e~rded as a
constant and chosen as the abscissa.
Next to V in importance are, the effective forces in the di-
rection of V. AS ordinates, therefore, forces are plotted which
give either the thrust required, D, by the airplane, or the thrust~
T, of the propeller.
The power, P, of the engine in HP (B.H.P.) for a definite
R.P.M., N, is fully absorbed only at a definite velocity, V.
* From Technische Berichte, Volume 111, No. 5, PP- 166-174. (1918)
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At lower velocities the number of revolutions is less than N and
at higher velocities, greater than 1?. Consequently, the output of
the engine varies according to a utilization factor f. Since the
propeller efficiency, q, also varies with V, the propellez
thrust is
T =75qtP
‘V (1)
(See Fig. 1).
Further, the thrust per unit weight of the airplane, which may
be called the specific thrust, % 7 is of ~Veat significance.
(2)
Naturally,
If it
it nust be
Tu curve,
this also depends on V.
is assumed that Wp = ~ the known total weight per HP, .
concluded that the ordl~tes of T, and likewise of the
are inversely proportional to ~he total weight per HP.
The required thrust of the airplane is liken’isedependent on’
the velocity V, and is the thrust which is just necessary to keep
the airplane mstained in the akr uitb velocity, V. From the .knorn
pOlar curves of
this curve, the
lift equation
CL and CD, there is
correspotiing velocity,
found for each point of
v, by means of the know
and the corresponding thrust required from
(3)
—.
(See Fig. 2) (4)
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where ~ includes the air resistance,
Here, too, the values per unit of weight of the airplane have
enhanced importance. They are known as the gliding (or drag-lift)
ratios, r,
(5)
and are also dependent on
minimum value, which will
Since the weight per
the velocity, but have a clearly defined
receive further consideration~
w
unit area of wing surface Ws = ~ occurs
in equatioti(3), it must be expected that the abscissas of the D
ourve will inc~ease with the wing loading.
If both these thrust curves are brought fito one dia~am (Fi.~:._
3), the thrust diagram is obtained, which shows the distribution for
each flight condition. In this diagram, the difference between the
propeller thrust/&~d the required thrust, D, is shown, i.e., the
area lying between the two curves represents the excess thrust Ta, .
available for climbing. This difference between the thrusts can be
eXpres6ed by
T ‘D+Ta (6)
or, in te~ms of unit weight, by
Tu = r+o (7)
where (8)
will be termed the coefficient of clinb. The point of intersection _
of the two curves holds good for & = O and horizontal flight.
Naturally, the diagram holds true for any flight altitude, A, ex-
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cept that the thmsts corresponding to the prevailing
at the particular altitude must be calculated from
A
!& = 0.893?;~?
11. Climbing Ability. .
air density
(9)
The usual efficien~ figure, wp, (weight per HP) is an index “
qf propoxtionatel.@imbingability, the smaller it is the better,
consequently it is not really suitable for determining the true
climbing ability. If one considers that Wp is a ratio of weight
to power, the reciprocal of Wp must
called the indkoated climbing ability
be a velocity, which may be
(10)
This is the velocity at which the engine is capable of raising
the airplane vertically. Since P is the brake-horsepower, the .
indicated climbing ability is independent of the velocity and is a
coefficient of efficiency, which is much better suited than its
weight per HP, to give an idea of the climbing ability of the air-
plane.
AS a proof, the following fi~res MY be co~ared: .
Weight per HP i
12.00 10 l 00 8.00 6.00 kg/B.H.P.
26.46 .22.05 Z7,64 13.23 lb/B.H.P,
Indicated l
~\2:z;
7.50 9.40 12.55 m/seo-
climbing l 24.61 30.84 43..17 ft/sec.
ability.
A part of this climbing ability is dissipated in the eddies of the
propeller slipstream and the ac@al climbing ability at the propel-
ler shaft is therefore only
-5-
‘Tu =~faw (11)
so that the equation for the thrust curve takes the form
‘TuTU=T
and shows the close relationship betieen
the thrusticurve. It indicates that the
(12)
the efficiency ~ and
power transmitted by the
propeller is capable of raising the airplane %~ meters per second.
The velocity, VT can be immediately calculated from the aizplane
u
data- .
While Tu is to be found in the diagram as
T curve, the form of the expression- VTU =VTU
effective climbing ability is represented by the
ordinates of the
shows that the
area of
gle formed by V and Tu (Fig. 4), and, therefore, ~S
value wher,ethe diagonal of the rectangle is parallel to
gent on the “T’ curve of the~point under consideration.
ally occurs in approximately horizontal flight.
The course of VTU can be represented b.ya curve.
the rectan-
a maximum
the tan-
This gener-
It is, nat-
urally, dependent on the propeller selected. In any case, it is
not permissible to assume that
‘Tu is invariable over a wide ranp
Since the engine torque is approximately proportional to the air
density, we have, for the actual climbing ability at the altitude
A,
VTU PA
so that suitable curves can be drawn for ”each-kilometerof altitude,
and, in this way, a graphicr~epresentation of the decrease of climb-
ing .abiliiywith altitude oan be obtained (Fig. 5).
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111. Gliding Ability.
The gliding ability, VT, is th~ velocity at which the air-
plane loses altitude in gliding flight and
dissipated per unit weight of the airplane
Since, during gliding flight, however, the
direction of V is absorbed, we have
corresponds to the power
during gliding flight.
thrust exer%ed in the
Tly=wvT from which VT=VT
Since
flight mwt
mined by r
r curve are
. Vr (14) -
r
T
Vr is the vertical component of V, the path of
form an angle r with the horizontal, which is deter-
(15)
= sin ra/ (more correctly tan r). The ordinates of the
therefore identical with the sine (or tangent) of the
gliding angle. The minimum value of the gliding ~atio To is an
efficiency coefficient for the airplane of special significance.
For similarly constructed airplanes, it is nearly constant and a
characteristic of tli~~.aonstruation.The smaller To is, the flat-
ter the airplane glides. The smallest value yet observed is
0.105 (Aeg,C IV).
Hitherto every attempt to compare different types of airplanes
with respect to velocity, has really failed. For this purpose, To
offers a means, inasmuch as the ccrresporidingvelocity V. serves
very well as a basis for comparison. For this reason, we will
call it the IIbasicvelocity’!(Fig. 6). In climbing, the velocity
generally lies in the neighborhood of Vo. All other velocities
my with adnntage be &ressed as ~ltiples of this> in the form
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V
~“ The rectangle with sides V and r (Fig. 7), corresponds
the gliding ability Vt.
Since it is especially useful for preliminary calculations
to
to
assume the probable course of the D curve, the method of doing
this will be briefly indicated.
The fundamental velocity Vo, according to equation (3), de-
pends essentially on the wing loading and is given by the experi-
mental coefficient CL. The minimum value r. of the gliding
ratio is likerise an experimental value, which can perhaps be corr-
ected by.mm CD values, The gliding ability may also be deter-
Mitiedfrom
or,
By this means, the lmown expression is brought into agreement with
the constants of the ai~lane, especiall~ ,with Vr.
The gliding ability Vr has a minim.mfvalue, when the diago-
nal of the rectangle is parallel to the tangent at the correspond-
ing point of the r curve (Fig, 8). The corresponding velocity
v“mm J which differs more or less from V. according to the shape “
of the curve, is that at which the least power is necessary for
sustentation in the air. This is of little practical importance,
however, because it is still doubtful whether this power can be
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obtained by means of a propeller. In practice, the minimum value
of Vr occurs at a velocity between Vmin and Vo, but it is ex-
tremely difficult to deternine this minimum accurately,
The curve of required thrust (Fig. 2) holds good only during
flight near the earth. If the air density falls in the ratio lJA
at the altitude A, the velocity belonging to each angle of attack
increase-sin the ratio PA-&- For each altitude, a new curve is
necessaiy (Fig. 9). In these, the values of r remain unchanged,
while Vr increases to
‘r(A) = VT g-~ (16)
At high altitudes, the airplane has a more rapid rate of descent,
but it also
remains the
glides at a higher velocity and hence the gliding angle
same.
IV. Available CCllimbingAbility-
—
The bakncing of the forces shows a difference between the proy.-
peller thrust aridthe thrust required by the airplane for sustenta-
tion, which is available for climbing purposes. This excess
Ta = OW pulls the weight w upward along an inclind”plane, the
inclination of which can be determined from
o = sins (or tan 0) (17)
By multiplying equation (7))by the velocity V, thrust is con-
verted into horsepower:
V Tu =Vr-t-va
v~u “=-Vlr + v~
OT
-9-
The difference between the actual climbing ability amd the
gliding ability is called the available climbing ability and gives
the altitude gain of the airplane in meters per second. (The nomen-
clature could be so chosen that climbing ability would be only the
excess a@ hence the actual propelling ability would equal climbing
ability plus gliding ability.)
Multiplication by V corresponds, in the diagram (Fig. 10), to
.
the construction of the rectangle from
ness of the relations displayed by the
fore scarcely be surpassed.
the coordinates. The clear-
balance equations can there-
~e dependence of the available climbing ability on the Veloe-
ity can be readily seen from Fig. 11. In horizontal flight it is
zem. It passes through a maximum value in the neighborhood of
Vo and then decreases for smaller velocities. Although there is
no doubt that the path of the T curve has a decisive influence on
the position of this maximum value, it will repay us to determine
the limiting values between which it may move.
If a curve of zequired thrust iS shifted along the ordinate
.
Vo> Fig. 12 is obtained. From position 1, where the two curves
just touch, the maximum value of the available climbing energy
moves first towards V. and coincides exactly with it, when the
tangent to the T curve is parallel to the diagoml of the rectan-
gle. On
moves to
at which
the further lowering of the D curve,”this maximum value
higher values of V and tends toward the value V(TU}
the T curve itself has its maximum VTu-
-1o-
In order to follow the complete course of the available climb-
ing ability for each increase in altitude, it is convenient to use
a diagram containing the T and II curves for various altitudes.
We are then in a position to give the maximum value of the climb-
ing ability at any time and to draw, for example, the correspond-
ing barogram.
The point of contact of the T and D curves (Fig. 14),
.
marks the climbing limit ~, the corresponding altitude Aw
and the speed limit Vw, for the airplane at this altitude,
From experience, this velocity is 0.85 to 0.9 times the cor-
responding fundamental velocity
-$Vm = (0.85 to 0,9) VO ~ (i9)
_&
It is mostly greater than the corresponding Vmin Vw where Vr
is known to have a minim value.
By VW> however, is designated a point Tw on the T cu+~e
on the position of which the climbing limit depends. At this point
the effective climbing ability, in particular the product f+T,
must be as large as possible. The remaindez of the T curve does
not come into consideration for the climbing limit.
The climbing limit determined from ~ can only be asymptot-
ically approached by the airplane. It is characteristic of the
type:of airplane under consideration and, therefore, ~ might -
also be termed the climbing characteristic. At the same time,
this brings out the fact that only this fraction, and not t~e at-_
tual altitude ~ is the criterion.
In order to determine ~ by calculation, it must be borne in
mind that the actual climbing ability at Tw decreases in the
ratio PJ~- The gliding ability, however, must increase in the
ratio ~> if the climbing limit at which -the T and D ourves
touch each other, is to be reached. The eqmtion for this ccmdi-
tion is
and for the ceiling
(20)
In this equation, the
and D curves are to
In practice, one
climb is appreciable.
The altitude at which
tical ceiling and can
values at the point of contaot of the T
be substituted (in particular for Vr).
only speaks of climbing when the rate of
This may be taken as not
~a = 0.28 m/see = 1 km/hr
less than
(3280.8 ft/hr)-
the value is reached may be called the prac%
be calculated for the airplanej along with
the time taken to reach it. It is admirably adapted for compari-
sons, since it agrees with the pilotts sensations.
v. Climbing Time.
If the pilot sets the elevator so that the total available
climbing ability, corresponding to the thrust diagram, is continu-
ously employed, the airplane climbs
grates the differential equation
in the shortest time and inte-
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(22)
The climbing time is, then,
A
t J
dA
=
o ‘o(A)
(23)
In order to find an expression for %(~) s it is advisable to
start from the position Tw, giving the ceiling, and to introduce .
the rectangle VTU by Vr for ground level (Fig. 15). In climbing,
the height of the rectangle VTU is smaller, while the length Vr
is larger. Near the ground, the difference between these rectan-
gles VTU(UW)- ‘r(~~) is not the available climb (as Kann has
e16ewhere assumed), but the difference for the limiting velocity
vWs namely, ‘Tub+) - ‘r’ : .. .. .... .
If it is considered that the rectangles nearly
other, we then have for the climb from the ground
touch each
In this way are given the initial and final values of a
responding somewhat with the facts, for the performance
(24)
curve, cor-
of a climb.
In addition, the maximum value of the available climbing abil-
ity near the
the climbing
greater Vw.
neighborhood
sioned that
ground occurs for velocities above Vo. The smaller
characteristic, the higher this velocity is and the
Near the ground, this maximum value occurs in the
.
of Vw, particularly if the propeller is so dimen-
Vw’ is as large as possible. The portion of the T
curve in which V < Vw is of little importance near the ground and
.-3.3-
it may .beassumed that cz.imbing begins at Vw. From this instant,
the Tu ordinate for Vm falls in the ratio .~A, while the
r ordinate also falls somewhat at first to To and then rises
again slightly to the point of contact Tw- At the moment when r.
lies in the ordinate of Vw, the climb diminishes in proportion
to ~A, since “r is invariable at this point. If the airplane
.
rises exactly along the Vw line, the climbing velocity increases
at first, somewhat more slowly than l.J..
of the r curve), then exactly as VA,
VA amd, finally, near the ceiling where
parallel, in proportion to WA1”S. This
(on account of the course
then more quic~y than
the curves are nearly
is the exact climbing
procedure, which scarcely differs from actual practices It corre-
sponds to the skill of the pilot in climbing with constant veloc-
ity. It is seen frou this that the velocity must be Vw. If the
pilot chooses a different speed at the start, he must approximate
Vw again when high up.
The
curve in
somewhat
rule to be determined depends on the course of the r
the neighborhood of To. Since the Height decreases
while climbing, in consetpence of fuel consumption and
since the curve is very flat at r., we may, for the sake of sim-
plicity, regard the r curve in this region as horizontal (Fig,
16). The deviation from actual climb is thus very small and is on- .
ly larger in the neighborhood of the ceiling, where the 1.5 power .“
occurs and is not compensated correspondingly. In this region,
none of the calculations are permissible, as they depend,on too
many factors and in practice, these figures are not necessary.
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The simplification therefore yields correct values up to the pract-
ical ceiling.
Climbing at constant velocity Vm begins with
‘0(0] = ‘Tu(l - ~) and at the altitude A reaches
%(A) = vTu(P~ - lJw), . (25)
and thus follows accurately the ordinate through VW, which> On
this account, may be designated the measure of climbing (Fig. 17):..._
Its upper point is
‘Tu and its lower point Pw VTU.
The integral of the climbing time is%herefore
J
Aa
t dl!=
VTU(NA - lJw)
o
(26)
(27)
The expression shows the climbing ability VTU as a prominent
The remaining part of the expression is an altitude whichfactor.
may be termed Asp., the apparent altitude
(28)
The climbing time is to be calculated as if the airplane with the
actual climbing ability Vr, had to reach the apparent altitude
.
ii Aap.= VT=
-15-
The apparent altitude depends only on the required ceiling and the
climbing characteristic, and can be read off from Table I. The
other part VTU, of the formula contains all factors that can in-
fluence the climbing ability itself, mch a’shorsepower, weight,
efficiency, etc. The climbing time is obtained therefore by read-
ing the apparent altitude in the table and dividing it by the ef-
fective climbing ability.
For the sake of completeness, it may also be mentioned that
the climbing characteristics~n be calculated with the help of the
formula for the Iimiting velocity
(30)VTU = Tuw ‘w
from
with which the distribution of power
(31)
during climbing can be readily
checked.
The above rules for climbing procedure still need critical ex-
amination, for other suggestions have been made which differ con-
siderably from them. mom the above, the greatest climbing velocity,
at the altitude A, is %(A) = v~u(v~ - VW)-
According to Everling, on the other hand, VO(A) = VTUC(A - Aw)
and according to Kann
‘G(A) =vT.[..-..(tfl
Naturally, the climbing times according to these-formulas are
different and it wotid be best to choose those agreeiig most accu-
,’
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rately with the true times. This would only lead, however, to a
comparison of coefficients, while it is the task of the investiga-
tion to find the.rule by which progress will be furthered. It i@,
therefore, necessary to ascertain which of these formulas differ
least from the true relations.
As regards the standard of climb in which the successive alti-
tudes and the curve of the logarithms of the air densities v,
are introduced (Fig. 18), it is found that, on m-placing 0.89A by
A, the climbing velocity is greater neax the ground, and smaller
in the neighmrhood of the ceiling t~n according to the proposed
formulas. It is much.more the case in Kann~s formulas, as may be
best seen from the th~st diagr~ (Fig. 19). For rising from the
ground v~(o) 1-s) according to &nn, but from the= VTU(I - ~
above formulas only
first expression is
is obvious from the
%(o) = VT*(l -+ In the diagram, the
represented by the cross-hatched area, and it
discussion of the available climbing ability
that this area is too great by the amount of the double cross-
hatched rectangle. The climbing time in the neighborhood of the
ground is therefore much too small. It may be noticed that this
formula yields correct values very near the ceiling with an index
of 1.5, so t~t it must be said that the most accurate rule for
climbing is given by
in which, near the ground
as r falls, and when r
the index_,y,= - (0.05 to 0.03), as long “
= r. and y = Q, then y inczeases :
-l?-
very slowly, and finally, at the theoretical ceiling (after an in-
finitely long time), y = +0.5.
One is therefore justified in leaving y =@ in the formula
for climbing. This holds good for the practical ceiling and there-
.
fore covers the practial range.
HmMAKY .
The reciprocal of the weight per horsepower is a velocity, with
which the engine is capable of raising the airplane vertically and
which provides a very obvious measure for the climbing ability of
an airplane. In like manner, the power absorbed in gliding, “isex-
pressed as a velocity, so that the difference of these two veloci-
ties, the net balance, so to speak, gives the surplus available for
climbing. The calculation, arranged in this way, enables us to sur-
vey all component forces and powers present during climbing and to
represent them by thrust diagrams. It also permits simple express-
ions to be found for the climbing characteristic, climbing velocity,
ceiling aridceiling velocity, from which lastly the climbing time
may be compu$ed by means of integration and can be represented by
the ratio of apparent altitude to climbing ability.
*
.
Translated by
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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Table 1. Apparent altitudes for different climbing
characteristics.
Altitude.
Climbing
charac-
teristics
.:. I 2:0 I 3:30 !4:() ,,:0 1.:0 ~:c:::-
Relative air density (Sea-1evel as 1),
tiw 0.894
I
0-804 0.715 0.637 10.568 ~O;505 ! m
—.
:.2
83
82
81
80
79
?8
X
75
74
;:
;:
z
67
66
65
64
63
62
61
60
59
%
56
55.
54
53
%
50
49
48
47
“ 46
~~
192.44
170.4
153.2
139.6
128.0-
118.76
110.8
103.6
9?.2
91.6
.86.76
82.0
78.4
74.8
71.6
.68.64
66.0
63.36
60.96
58.80
.56.72
54.8
52.8
51.2
49.72
-48.44
46.96
45.60
44.40
43.28
.42.24
41.2
40.32
39.32
38.4
-37.48,
36.64
35.84
35.20
34.?IO
33.68
,- . . .—
— —.-. .
_774.g4
493.6
408
34s
306.4
.274.?54
253-6
234.0
216.8
202.0”
.187.64-
177.2
167.6
158.4
150.4-”
.143.16-
137.2
131.2
126.0
121.2
.116.88-
112.8
109 l 2
105.6
102.8-
_9B.96-
96
93.2
90.4.
88.0
_85 .E18-
83.6
81.2
79.2
77.72
75.80
—
-561.48_
454.0
399.6
360
326.0
,304.40_
283-2
265.2
249.6
236.8
,225.60_
214.2
205.6
196.8
188.8
,180.84_
174..’0
167.6
16Z.O.
156,4
.151.48_
146.80
142.4
138.0
134.0–
13(?.56
-- .,- ---- ----- ,...-— —--- ..— — .- --- --- -. -
:1450
.
;1560
. j1670
,;1775
I “~1885
t
<i2000
t ~2110
;,2230
:!2340
I ,;2545
I “‘:2700”
i ;I2820
I ~i29~0
i j3060
i 1’ 3180
I $3310
~ !: 4100
.424.0
i
I ~:439(3
!:4530tI ~!4680
-471.40
426.4 “
392
I
I ;;4830363.2 j:4975
335.2 , ~ “~ !’5130
-318.961 664.44 ! ~~5280
300.4 t580.8 ~ :i5440
284.8 I ‘527.2 ! ;:560027~.G @4 ‘ : ~]5750259.6 450.0 ‘ !!5920
-248.48~418.80 _1086.92&60S5
238.0
229.2 ! %:::
;904 ;;6265
,792 ;“6?$30
220.4 ~ ;~g.~ \ 680 6610
212 593 ~ ‘6790
205.42t 317:24 ! 520.72:’6980 .
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Table 1. Apparent altitudes for different climbin~
Climbing
charac-
teristics
u
w
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
3?
36
35
34
%
31
30
29
28
2?
26
25
24
23 I
22
21
20
0.894 :0,804 i 0.715 i0.637 I 0.568
33.12 . 74,0 i 127.2 !198.4 1 304
32.40 72.4 ~ 124.0 ~192.4 ~ 290.8
31.92 71.UO ‘ 120.8 ~186.8 280.0
31.20 69.6 , 118.0 ,181.6-1 269.2
_30.56 _68 .04& 115.04~176. i6:.259.56.
30.00 66.8 ‘ 112.20 171.60
29.4D 65.2 109.6 ,166.80
28.96 64 ; 107.2 ;162.40
28.48 =.8 ~ 104.96 ~150.40
.28.00_61. 64+ 102.76;154- 36.
27.64 60.4 - 100.8 ‘150.8
2T.24 59.36 I 98.0 147.2
26.80 58.04 96.8. ,144.0 ; 203.6
26.28 57.2 94.2 140.8 198.4
_25.84_56.44~ 93.08_137.72~193 .24_
25.44 55,40 ~ 91.6 ;134.8 ; 188.4
25.08 54.4 ; 90.0 J132.4” ~ 184
24.68 ; !53.6 I 88.4 ~129.80~ 179.6
20.32 52.8 ; 86.8 ~127.12 ; 176
.23.96 I 51.96
t
84.96 124.364171. 92_
23.64-51.2 ~~~.~ i122.4 ~ 1=.4
::-:: : ~o.4 : 120.0 i 164.8s 49.6 ] 80:8 117.80{ 161.6
22:68 , 48.88 ; 79.6 115.6 ~ 158.20
22.36 48.16 ) 78.16 113.351 E55.00
250.8 -
242.4
234-8
227.6--
-220-96_
214.8
209.2
Z*
454:0
I
7365
427.2 7560
404.8 7760
.384.56
1
7970
367.6 8180
348.8 8400
336.8 8620
323-6– 8640
-311.56 : 9070
300.4 9300
290.4 9550
281.2 : 9810
272.0 ,10080
-264.40 10350
256.4 10640
249.6 ;10920
242.8. !11220
236.8 !11520
-230.48 I11840
225.2
1
;12160
220 ~12500
214.8
I
~28~0
209.5 ;13210
204.841113580
Figs. 1,2,3.
Fig.1 Propeller thrust.
?)r
Fig. Thrust required.
Fig.3 Thrust diagrahm.
Figs. 4,5,6.
T@
v.
Fig.q Effective climbing ability.
v
Figjb Decrease in.effective climbing ability
with increasing altitude.
A
V* v
Fig,6 Minimum value of the gliding
ratio and basic velocity.
Figs. 7,~,9.
Fig.i’ Gliding ability. .
. ..
Fig.$ Minimum value of Vr
I t If I
.. *VVo
Curves of the thrust required
at different altitudes.
.
Figsn 10,11,12.
Fig.10
A
L*—.—D— T.——
‘JO
Fig.11 Dependence of available
climbing ability on velocity.
Fi
1 1 . .
V. bv
(T-)
.g.12Variation in maximum value of
available climbing ability with
vertical displacement of the
D curve.
Figs.13,14,15.
Fig.13 Diagram combining T and D
curves for various altitudes.
V. Vw vo~+
Fig.lL Limiting velocity.
Fig.Z~ Procedure during climb.
Figs. 16,17’,18,19.
the vicinity of ro.
/’
7aN/.L
Fig.11 Measure of Fig.lg Proof of the measure
climbing. of climbing.
Fig.lg Comparison with the
climbing formula of Kann.
